I N DO NE S I A WAKATOBI

Conservation,
in depth
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Diving at Wakatobi National Park brings more than just short-term
enjoyment for visitors. It makes a significant contribution to the
wellbeing of local communities, in turn helping to ensure the longterm sustainable management of the globally important coral
reefs within the Park’s boundaries.
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I N DO NE S I A WAKATOBI
Diving at Wakatobi National Park brings more than just
short-term enjoyment for visitors. Wade and Robyn
Hughes explore diving’s contribution to environmental
and economic sustainability.

IMAGES
Below: Wakatobi III
hangs on a mooring
for a morning’s
private diving at
Wakatobi National
Park. Drone pilot/
photographer :
Wayne Osborn.
Right: Bejewelled
in pulsing
chromatophores,
a squid awaits its
chance to seize prey
at night at Teluk
Maya dive site.

eep…beep…
beep…” What!
Already? A
quick glance
away from the viewfinder to
my dive computer confirmed it.
“50 bar,” it said, as it
flashed its rain-on-theparade message at me.
I doubt the damn thing
has ever enjoyed a dive in
its entire life. Its clinical
sensors certainly don’t seem
to make any allowance for
the level of enjoyment or
fascination pulsing through
the water around it. Maybe
it’s just as well. There would
be a lot of bent divers if
the droll gradient-bubble
algorithm had a ‘fun-factor’
programmed into it.
So, this dancing and
dipping cleaner shrimp
would have to go on the ‘to
be continued’ list… I started
the ascent up the sloping reef
teeming with life and interest,
towards the five metre safety
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stop - accompanied by more
irritating beeping.
Visible above, beyond the
safety stop, and, by virtue
of the rain thrashing down,
audible too, lay the surface.
It was April and the easterly
and westerly monsoons were
jostling for their seasonal
ascendancy. For a few days
the wind had veered back
and forth and the unstable
atmosphere had been
grumbling with thunder,
dumping sudden torrential
rainstorms that could be
clearly heard down to a depth
of around 20 metres or so.
We rose into the misty
grey drubbing of that tropical
downpour, Mali and me. It
was Mali, our guide, who had
pointed out the egg-bearing
shrimp after we’d discussed
looking for a cleaning station
before the dive.
The station was in the deep
shade of an overhang on a
section of the Sawa Island reef

Mali left me to it while
he moved on along the
wall to look for more
macro opportunities.
He knew I’d be a while.

wall that Mali knew well and
he’d led me straight there as
soon as we’d jumped in the
water. He had then left me to
it while he moved on along the
wall to look for more macro
opportunities. He knew I’d be
a while.
I had been trying for some
time to create an image of two
of these cleaner shrimp in
pleasing juxtaposition, doing
their mid-water invitational
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“Did you get the
eggs?” I shook my
head. “Next time!”
he said with a smile.*
of the shrimps. That solved
one problem immediately,
and simultaneously raised
another.
With Nauticam’s supermacro wet dioptre, it’s
much easier to get smoothly
bokeh’ed backgrounds because
of the veneer-thin depth of
field. But trying to frame and
then focus on the smallest
detail of an erratically moving
subject while hovering above,
alongside, and below fragile
corals and delicate reef life is,
well...
Mali quietly withdrew
and went off again to find
something to while away
the bars. But when the dive
computer asserted itself and
we surfaced together to wait
for Wakatobi III to materialise
out of the pelting rain, he
pointed to the camera:
“Did you get the eggs?” I
shook my head. “Next time!”
he said with a smile.* “Yep.
We’ll stay here and try again
before we go for lunch.”
It’s possible to dive like this
at Wakatobi - unhurriedly,
repetitively on the same site,
every day if you want to - by
rituals against an interesting
out-of-focus background: a
colourful sponge; a gorgonian;
the scale and skin patterns of
one of the cleaning station’s
customers. Anything, really,
except for this particular shot:
a black background.
However, on one of his
periodic visits to see how I was
faring with my pretzelised
strobe arms and almost
ceaselessly hunting lens,
Mali’s laser-sharp sight picked
up the eyes of embryos in
the cluster of eggs tucked in
under the mid-section of one
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IMAGES
TOP: Heading for a
brief visit to replenish
its lungs, a Banded
Sea Krait pauses its
submerged hunt for
food. Right: This
Filamented Flasher
Wrasse works hard
to stand out amidst
the kaleidoscopic
diversity of
Wakatobi’s reefs.
Far RIGHT:
Cardinalfish frequent
Dunia Baru, a site
nearby Wakatobi
Resort
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“The more you know,
the more you see.”
Dr Richard Smith

IMAGES
Left: Earth’s coral
reefs in microcosm:
Healthy corals
flourish on the
pinnacle of a
seamount. Above,
left: A trumpetfish
hides in red whipcorals. Above, right
(top): A moray eel
awaits nightfall to go
out to hunt. Above,
right (below):
Sponges and
ascidians combine in
riotous colour while
I wait for something
to swim into the
foreground!
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using the private boat option.
It adds some cost, but more
than anything else, it creates
the invaluable asset of time;
time to spend getting to know
the Wakatobi reefs in intimate
detail. This is the closest you
can get to diving out of your
own boat at home, with the
added advantage of having
a friendly crew to do all the
work, and an expert private
guide on-hand to provide
detailed local knowledge and
locate hard-to-find species.
Tod Papageorge, as far as
I can tell, never attempted
underwater photography,
but as a legendary street
photographer in the 1950s, he
made a profound observation:
“If your photographs aren’t
good enough, you’re obviously
not reading enough.”
Dr Richard Smith, latterday marine biologist and

underwater photographer,
puts the same idea into
different words: “The more
you know, the more you see.”
In the collective local
knowledge of Mali and the
team of Wakatobi dive guides,
there is, literally, a library’s
worth of reading. It is through
their understanding of the
local reefs that my wife and
I have been able, over eight
visits so far, to see and record
so much.
The more we’ve seen at
Wakatobi National Park, the
more we’ve got to know just
how effectively the resort
and the local communities
are collaborating to ensure
that the reefs are sustainably
managed, and are therefore
given the best possible chance
of thriving into the future.
Indeed, it is this visionary
collaboration that has led to
the designation of the area
as a National Park by the
Indonesian government.
To fully grasp the
significance of this, it is
worth reflecting a little on the
role that coral reefs play in
maintaining the wellbeing of
the world’s seas, on which
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humans increasingly depend
for food, and on the health of
the atmosphere, upon which
all life depends for oxygen.
In some yet to be updated
data, the United Nations
Environment Program (UNEP)
estimates that coral reefs
account for just 0.1 percent
of the total area of Earth’s
oceans, yet they produce and
harbour around 25 percent
of all marine species. These
reefs occur in more than 100
countries, with about 80 of
those countries to be found in
the developing world.
UNEP has estimated
that healthy coral reefs can
generate a value of around
$US1.25 million per hectare
per year from the products
and natural services they
provide. They yield fish and
other marine life for human
consumption, aid coastal
protection against erosion by
the sea, and increasingly they
are becoming the source of
tested and proven drugs and
medicines that cannot yet be

found nor synthesised from
terrestrial organisms. And
they attract and support a
ballooning tourism industry.
Somewhere between 850
million and 1 billion people
live within 100 kilometres
of these reefs and of those,
probably somewhere north of
275 million depend directly on
the reefs for their livelihood.
Add tourists to those numbers
and it’s easy to see that the
economic value of those coral
reefs, fragile and vulnerable
as they are, is under immense
pressure.
And so, how best to protect
them? Humanity, in general,
depends and benefits from
coral reefs and yet most of
the people living in closest
proximity to them are
amongst the world’s poorest
and least able to defend and
sustain them.
The key, I believe, lies in
the economics. Wakatobi
National Park survives
and thrives today because
it provides economic
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The (economic) value
of coral reefs, fragile
and vulnerable
as they are, is under
immense pressure.
And so, how best to
protect them?

IMAGES
Hidden and safe
under a ledge, a
Peacock Mantis
Shrimp uses the best
eyes on the planet
to scan the reef top
for prey.
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alternatives to the 18 or
so local communities that
are collaborating with the
Wakatobi resort. They can
choose between unmanaged
and destructive exploitation
of their reefs… or sustainable
management of them. They
benefit directly from revenues
generated by the resort
through the provision of reef
lease payments, electricity,
and educational support.
Local people are employed

and trained in a wide range
of vocations at the resort.
Local fishermen have a
reliable customer willing
to pay premium prices for
high-quality, sustainablyharvested fish. No-take areas
are generally recognised
and respected by those local
fishermen, who understand
these area’s roles in
replenishing the reefs. Local
villagers patrol the reefs to
encourage observance of those
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IMAGES
Above: *And
wait it did. After a
surface interval on
the private boat,
we returned to
finally record the
shrimp and her
eggs. Below: Early
in the morning
after a full moon, a
sponge spawns on a
Wakatobi reef.

no-take areas.
This is conservation
based on sound economics.
Economic growth of the
resort, through its appeal
to wider ranges of guests,
translates as greater
opportunity and choice for
more local people. In turn, that
translates into higher levels of
protection for the core assets
– the reefs themselves.
Wakatobi’s reefs have
been fished and exploited
for centuries, so they are
not pristine. I doubt that
there are now any coral
reefs anywhere in the world
that are pristine, that’s to
say ‘unaffected by human
activity.’ However, thanks to
the collaboration between
the local communities and
the resort, Wakatobi’s reefs
are spectacular and have
recovered to the point that
they have earned their
National Park status. This is
their great attraction for
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TRAVEL LOG:

WAKATOBI
Flights

Currency

Wide choice of
international flights
into Bali. Wakatobi’s
private charter flight is
on Mondays and Fridays
direct from Bali airport.

$US, Indonesian
Rupiah and other major
currencies. Or, pay for
everything on your credit
card, including staff tips.

Top Tip!

Favourite nondiving activity

Take a private boat,
or a private guide on
scheduled boats or the
House Reef.

Snorkelling on the
magnificent House Reef.

Transfers

Wakatobi restaurant
patio with its spectacular
ocean views.

On arrival at Wakatobi,
it’s just a few minutes by
road, then 15 minutes
by boat. Your luggage
is delivered directly
from the plane to your
accommodation.

Water temperature
30*C October; 26*C
August. We use 2mm
skins, but we’ve seen
5mm suits used as well.
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visiting divers, all of whom
have to play their own part in
protecting these exceptionally
valuable reefs.
No-touch, no-take, nobreak is the expectation set by
the resort’s guides and led by
example by them. There are no
shrimp being squeezed out of
their ascidian havens, no baby
frogfish, pygmy seahorses, or
nudibranchs popping out of
plastic bottles, and no shifting
of intruding hydroids or rocks
to ensure trophy photographs
for bucket-list visitors. In
many ways, this is still a sea
of Eden, and it demands that
level of respect.
Beauty alone though will
never sustainably conserve our
planet’s natural assets. We live
in a world where the lottery of
birth means that some people
have to scavenge reef-tops at
low tide for food. Meanwhile,
others are able to earn the
means to dive the reefs on
holidays, with camera systems
worth more than a local
house. It’s too easy for those
of us who are more fortunate
to lament destructive
exploitation when we see it.
It’s an issue, worldwide, that is
well documented. Pointing it
out and calling for action from
the comfort of a well-serviced
home or office, removed from
the realities of life on the
ground, doesn’t help.
What does help is putting
a shoulder to the wheel and
tackling local problems with
local resources for local

IMAGES
Above: A colony of tube worms bring beauty
and sculpted form to the reef. Below: Wade
and Robyn relax on Wakatobi III between dives.

benefit. Wakatobi National
Park is an exemplar of that
effort. Diving the reefs there
brings with it the satisfaction
that our hard-earned income
has yielded not only pleasure
and relaxation for us, but also
in some small way, helped
support the local communities
and their visionary
conservation program. That’s
why we keep going back. n
MORE INFORMATION
www.wakatobi.com
Wakatobi Flow blog.wakatobi.com

Favourite place to
eat / drink

Final Word!
Take satisfaction from
knowing that, in enjoying
the world class diving
and service, you are
also contributing to the
conservation of globally
important reefs, while
helping to support the
local economy.

Wade & Robyn Hughes
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“The reef systems here are some of the most pristine I have seen anywhere in my dive travels around the
globe, and Wakatobi resort and liveaboard are second to none. The diversity of species here is brilliant if
you love photography.” ~ Simon Bowen
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